Admit incoming call
with requested bbu into one RAT without bandwidth adaptation

Admit incoming call with minimum bbu into one RAT without bandwidth adaptation

Admit incoming call with minimum bbu into one RAT with bandwidth adaptation

Admit incoming call into more than one RAT

Reject incoming call

Inco ming call

Non adaptive

Admit incoming call into one RAT without bandwidth adaptation of some ongoing adaptive call(s)

Admit incoming call into one RAT with bandwidth adaptation

Reject incoming call

1(a)     2(a)     3(a)     4(b)     5(b)

2(b)     3(b)     4(b)     5(b)

Admit incoming call with requested bbu into one RAT without bandwidth adaptation

Admit incoming call with minimum bbu into one RAT without bandwidth adaptation

Admit incoming call with minimum bbu into one RAT with bandwidth adaptation

Admit incoming call with minimum bbu into more than one RAT

Reject incoming call

1(b)     2(b)     3(b)     4(b)     5(b)

2(b)     3(b)     4(b)     5(b)

Admit incoming call with requested bbu into one RAT without bandwidth adaptation

Admit incoming call with minimum bbu into one RAT without bandwidth adaptation

Admit incoming call with minimum bbu into one RAT with bandwidth adaptation

Admit incoming call with minimum bbu into more than one RAT

Reject incoming call

1(b)     2(b)     3(b)     4(b)     5(b)

2(b)     3(b)     4(b)     5(b)